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The Excels automated pivot commands cause several very subtle problems. The algorithms for completing steps 1 and 2 are not stable and can break the same data source
multiple times and change from time to time. This can cause data inconsistency. There are two steps to this task: You have to cleanup the dataset before you can take any action
on it. Remember, if youve upgraded to Excel 2016, you wont have the Excel Data Tools app. This step lets you rebuild the worksheets and pivot tables in Excel. Each pivot table

worksheet is its own data source. Before you do any "cleaning" or "filtering," your data must be separated. We pivots our data into categories for analysis. Our example pivots our
table with values for the unit type. Our pivot table is sorted on the unit type. You can also filter the table by unit type. Before you can filter the cells, you need to convert the data to

a hierarchy. This not only allows you to quickly select cells, but it also lets you tell a clear story of what your analysis is showing. If you work with pivot tables often, this is a quick
and easy tip. For example, if youre marketing team reports that a customer segment increased its revenue by 20%, you can use an Analysis Services cube to enable you to easily
extract more performance statistics from your data. The two pivots tables are pulled into a Power Query script. Data is filtered so that only the companies with a sales region of

"East" are shown. Youll need a new region in the "Sales" column from the data source for your pivot tables to work. Now, you can use Power Query to rename columns and
summarize the data. Note that in the next section, I have elected not to display the columns that power query removed, so that you have a better sense of the data before you can

clean it. The initial preparation will be flexible as you gain expertise in Power BI and pivot tables.
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